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The Gateskeeper
We both had this rich neighbor named
Xerox, and when I broke into his house
to steal the TV set, I found out that
you had already stolen it.
Bill Gates to Steve Jobs, 1983
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*****
Windows 2025 Troubleshooting Guide:
Problem: Program taking too long to install.
That’s not a bug, dummy, it’s a feature.
The massively bloated Windows Operating
System takes an insanely long time to
install, but as you stare helplessly at the
progress bar until your eyeballs resemble
Apple’s spinning beach ball, allow us to
relate some cool facts about its history.

First of all, it’s inaccurate to say that
Microsoft stole the OS. It’s true that Bill
Gates didn’t write the code, but he bought
something appropriately called Q-DOS
(Quick and Dirty Operating System),
tweaked it a little, changed its name to
MS-DOS, and then licensed it to IBM—
while ingeniously retaining the rights to also
license it to other computer manufacturers.
As for that loser, Gary Kildall, the owner
of CP/M—which QDOS was BASICally
(pun intended) a clone of—if he hadn’t
turned down IBM’s offer of $200k for a
license, maybe he could have beaten Gates
to the punch. But the idea that Kildall “could
have been Bill Gates” is complete nonsense.
William H. Gates III may be an arrogant,
ruthless bully—as indeed, many disgruntled
ex-colleagues and jealous competitors have
described him—but he is no thief … Now,
are you still staring at that progress bar?

Problem: Mouse pointer not appearing.
It’s another Apple myth that Gates stole
the mouse and the graphical user interface
(GUI) from Apple. Actually, Steve Jobs
stole it from Xerox. It’s not Gates’ fault that
that braggart Jobs couldn’t resist showing
off all his cool new ideas and technology.
As Bill said later, “If they didn’t want us to
steal it, they shouldn’t have given it to us.”
As for your little problem, check to make
sure the mouse is plugged into the keyboard.
Most problems of this nature turn out to be
examples of PEBCAK (Problem Exists
Between Chair & Keyboard), and we really
can’t be bothered addressing user stupidity.
Problem: Can’t uninstall Internet Explorer.
Why in the name of Gates would you want
to do that?…Microsoft’s web browser
(which it also didn’t invent) is the hottest
thing to happen to computing since Dell
laptop batteries started catching fire. Legal
made us allow you to uninstall it if you
really want to, but we made it so hard to do
that you might as well not waste your time.
Problem: Word is a lot like WordPerfect.
That’s no accident. We put WordPerfect
out of business by making Microsoft Word
keystroke-compatible with it. Microsoft also
knifed Netscape with Explorer, lynched
Lotus with Excel, nuked Novell with
WindowsNT, smashed Sony with Xbox,
and is poised to take over the video gaming
market with its $68 billion acquisition of
Activision. But heck, that’s just what anticompetitive monopolies are designed to do!
Problem: Computer is now infested with
malicious viruses, worms, and spyware.
Microsoft is not called ‘The Little Dutch
Boy’ of software companies for nothing.
We are constantly plugging massive security
holes in our OS and application software.
If you don’t like it, tough titties. Buy a Mac.

Problem: Can’t find local Microsoft Store.
Forgedabboudit. Microsoft closed all but
a handful of its 83 retail stores and doesn’t
plan to reopen them. Chalk it up as another
failed effort to blatantly copy Apple, like the
Zune media player and the Windows Phone.
Problem: ‘Blue screen of death’ appearing.
If at any time during the installation
process the program crashes and you see the
famous Microsoft ‘Blue Screen of Death,’
for Gates’ sake, do not panic. Simply turn
off and unplug your computer, count to 100,
replug your computer into the wall socket,
press restart, stand up, turn around 3 times,
click your heels while shouting ‘Bill Gates
is God!’, and the issue should be resolved.
Problem: Bill Gates is evil.
Nonsense. Bill Gates is poised to become
the greatest philanthropist in world history,
and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
is investing billions of dollars toward the
eradication of poverty, especially their own.
(Despite divorcing Bill for serial infidelity
and for hanging out with notorious pedophile
Jeffrey Epstein, Bill and Melinda still jointly
—pun intended—run the Gates Foundation.)
But Gates isn’t flushing all of his fortune
down the non-profit toilet. His investment
in vaccines has returned a spectacular 20to-1 profit, and he runs a for-profit vehicle
—the $46 billion Bill and Melinda Gates
Trust—which promotes totally benevolent
technologies like mandatory microchip birth
control implants and universal medical IDs.
While all this is sure to make Gates even
more filthy rich—while accidentally giving
him unprecedented control over the world—
you can be sure his intentions are noble.
As he humbly insists whenever another wild
Bill Gates conspiracy theory is exposed as
being true, “Conspiracy theories baffle me
—I just want to save the world!” ◾

